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Opening Words 
Jan Richardson 
 
Let it be 
we will expect 
little but 
the beating of 
our heart, 
stubborn in 
its repeating rhythm 
that will not cease to sound 
 
Let it be 
we will 
still ourselves 
enough to hear 
what may yet  
come in to echo; 
as if in the breath, 
another breathing; 
as if in the heartbeat, 
another heart. 
 
 
Reading 
Alan Lightman is a novelist, physicist and educator. He currently serves as Professor of the 
Practice of Humanities at MIT. The reading is from his book The Accidental Universe. 
 
“If against our wishes and hopes, we are stuck with mortality, does mortality grant a beauty 
and grandeur all its own? Even though we struggle and howl against the brief flash of our lives, 
might we find something majestic in that brevity? Could there be a preciousness and value to 
existence stemming from the very fact of its temporary duration? And I think of the night-
blooming cereus, a plant that looks like a leathery weed most of the year. But for one night 
each summer its flower opens to reveal silky white petals, which encircle yellow lacelike 
threads, and another whole flower like a tiny sea anemone within the outer flower. By morning, 
the flower has shriveled. One night of the year, as delicate and fleeting as a life in the universe.” 
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Our summer coastal adventure began by going inland to visit the Colby College art museum. 
The fried clams and sea breezes would have to wait. I had visited the museum once before, 
impressed by the bold shows and collections, not something you would necessarily expect from 
a college tucked into a dying industrial town in northern Maine.  
 
The main exhibit entitled “Modern Wonder” focused on the work of the abstract painter John 
Mar-in. Marin began painting in Maine in 1914 and continued until his death in 1953. The show 
focused on his watercolors, most of them set on the coast of Maine, not far from where Wendy 
and I would stay.  I had an immediate response to the work, the strong, simple lines conveying 
the coastline: sharp granite rock, waters in motion, tides moving, soft sea edges, wet sands, all 
those blues, and greens, highlighted with black charcoal pencil. Marin once said of Maine “It 
seems that when Old Man God made this part of the Earth, he just took a shovel full of islands 
and let them drop.” I knew what he meant; the coastline seemed to fall straight down from the 
sky, smashing into the churning waters below. 
 
A quote in the artist’s introduction caught my eye. “The life of today, so keyed up, so seen, so 
seemingly unreal yet so real and the eye so much to see and the ear to hear…what is it?  It is 
those great forces at work that animate and invigorate life itself.”  
 
Marin’s words hit me, like a shovel full of island tossed down by the Old Man himself.  I had 
arrived from San Francisco wound tight, time flying at supersonic speeds, leaving me blind and 
hearing impaired. Marin’s words awakened something in me, like a gift – a key – that I tucked 
into my heart and carried to the coast. I am not a painter, but I wanted to experience Maine 
with a painter’s eye, absorb myself into the landscape. I wanted to take time to awaken that 
slumbering force inside of me. 
 
We arrived at our home in what’s called the Down East section of Maine, south of Acadia 
National Park, staying on the Bagaduce River, a tidal river that feeds into the Penobscot Bay. 
We sat on the dock, as the setting sun rested on the tall tips of Eastern pine trees, casting a 
spell of golden light across the empty river channel. The slow tidal waters winding their way up 
river, covering the mudflats like a soft blanket -  the moon’s invisible gravitational forces 
working their magic. I felt a shift, maybe it was dock undulating as the waters rose underneath, 
or perhaps it was something deeper inside.  
 
As the river and sea met, pink light spilled across the water’s surface, the trees stood silently, 
crows and seagulls cawed and called out into the stillness. I watched the ritual of the turning 
tides, the easy lacing of the sea and river, and felt myself being carried through time. It felt 
eternal and fleeting –here, so full, then gone.  
 
Marin’s words came back to me – the real and the unreal, the forces working together. No 
wonder Marin painted, he wanted to capture the fullness and beauty of a particular moment in 
time and carry it with him. I felt the lock turn. No, it broke, wide open. Something inside me had 
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shifted – or awakened. The rise and ebb of the tidal waters that jad moved him moved me. As 
the tide slowly lifted the dock, I felt myself being carried through time.   
 
I wrote in my journal, “Can an incoming tide break my heart?  
 
Come. Join me on the dock, pull up your Adirondack chair – or a pew will do, and dangle your 
feet in the metaphoric waters of the Bagaduce River.  This morning, we will be armchair time 
travelers, exploring the story of time and the tides. Be prepared, your heart, too, may break 
open, make space for those animated forces to move inside you and around you. But for now, 
sit back, let’s see where the tides take us.  
 
The story of tides is a story of relationships:  land and sea, rivers and oceans, earth and moon, 
moon and sun, all in motion going back nearly four billion years. Over time, the tidal rhythms 
changed as the moon distanced itself from the earth. Out of that planetary shifting and settling, 
tiny life forms took shape in the muck and mud of intertidal waters some three and half billion 
years ago.  
 
As the tides gave shape to the landscape, the landscape gave shape to the people who dwelled 
there. With the endless turning of the tides and the movement of the planets, an 
understanding of time and our place in it emerged. High tides, in some cultures, represented 
prosperity, conception, and birth.  Low tides, harvest, and death. The tide’s long, steady inhale 
and exhale suggested the ocean was a living being.  Leanardo Di Vinci was convinced that a 
giant beast lived in the sea and tried to calculate the size of its lung.  
 
While the idea of a giant beast breathing the ocean waters in and out is captivating,  you can’t 
beat the real story of how the moon’s gravitational forces affected the movement of the 
oceans. It’s as breathtaking as Di Vinci’ fantastical beast.  
 
Our growing understanding of those natural, forces and relationships at play have continued to 
shape the story of time.  With the discoveries of Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Newton and those 
who followed, have helped explain the universe’s rhythms and resonations, shaping our 
experience of being in time.  
 
Not only am I not a painter,  I’m no mathematician. A much as I love and strive to understand 
the mathematical and scientific explanations, I’ll leave that to others, like our resident 
astrophysicist, Dr. Phil Marshall.  But I resonate with the language of 17th-century astronomer, 
Johannes Kepler. 
 
Life force or soul were Kepler words to describe the interplay between the invisible forces in 
the heavens and here on earth, how action from a distance effects and influences an object 
across time without an apparent physical connection. Kepler observed a repeating harmonic, a 
musical vibration, playing over and over on the intently listening tides.  And in 1619, he 
published his famous book “The Harmony of the World.”   
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The story of the tides is a story of relationships. The ocean’s parents – moon and sun – push 
continuously.  They never walk away. A tide wave has no beginning or end. It doesn’t break and 
die. No wonder when we watch the tides, time seems eternal.  
 
I have never been to Mont Saint Michael, a Catholic monastery built in the 8th century, located 
on a rocky tidal island in Normandy France, but I am drawn to the story how the tides shape 
contemplative life.  So is Jonathan White, a marine conservationist, who wrote a book entitled 
Tides:  The Science and Spirit of the Ocean. He came to Mont Saint Michael, as part of a global 
pilgrimage to understand and experience the tidal phenomenon. He stood on the ramparts of 
the western terrace outside the abbey and wrote, “I’m drawn by the sand flats eerie light and 
textures.  It’s low tide, the ocean nowhere in sight.  In fact, it’s more than ten miles away. The 
empty bay’s otherworldliness is both enticing and forbidding.  A guide at the abbey tells me 
that he walks the flats to shake off his troubles, to forget who he is.” 
 
White has come to ask the monks who call the abbey home, why they think the monastery was 
built here, deep into a vast and treacherous tidal flat. One monk responds, “I think it was 
because of the tide. The pilgrims came here to seek salvation with God.  They knew nothing 
about the sea. They were terrified as if it was a different world. But they were ready to die 
while walking across the tide.” 
 
He continues, “Now they come not for God, but natural wonder. It’s a mystery really, why 
millions come. I think the tides remind people of why they are here on earth. They can be 
moved by the tide, and then there is only one more step to being moved by God.  The different 
tides, depending on the time of the year, the phases of the moon,  invite different 
contemplations.  The tides invite us into a growing understanding of wonder.  …Tourists, he 
says, “are pilgrims who don’t know their pilgrims.” 
 
White, moved by the monk’s story, reflects, “The tide is another kind of eloquence. It’s the 
moon’s voice on earth, spoken in perfect synchrony. What the moon does, the tide does. What 
the moon is, the tide is. Shifting by day but repeating a larger rhythm, the tide mirrors the 
moon’s paradox of change and changelessness. In its repetition, it personifies eternity. Its 
constant flux, it reminds us what we can’t control. It reminds us that our fortresses are 
impermanent.” 
 
Back on the dock,  I think about the slow tick of the moon’s orbit, and I watch the tide pull back, 
the steady exhale, leaving behind a thin film that glistens over the grey-green mudflats. A clam 
chorus –puh, puh, puh, percuss from deep inside the briny muck. I am in between the tides, a 
tourist and a pilgrim, witnessing to the glory of the life force, the unreal and the real, the 
eternal and temporal, the flux and the flow. We are like the tide, moving, unfolding, timeless, 
yet fleeting.  Carried away. 
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In the stillness, the words of writer Sarah Manguso come to mind.  “I am interested in deep 
alertness, and I think it’s possible to be deeply alert to moments that are already over.” I felt 
deeply alert that time is passing, carried away on the outgoing ebb.  We are part of the 
landscape, our feelings and memories, our experiences become embedded, like clams deep in 
the murky mud pockets. Maybe this is how it feels to be a pilgrim, wading into time, moving 
with its rhythms, feeling its resonations. Time washing over us.  
 
The 18th-century astronomer and mathematician William Whemwell studied the tides, eager to 
understand how intertidal zones differed across the globe, research that would help expand the 
growing shipping industry.  He coined the term tidology as a way to explain his work.  
 
I, in turn, have come to think of myself as budding tidologist, not a term coined by Whemwell. 
My study of tidology is more metaphoric than scientific; I want to study how the stories of the 
tides teach us how to live in deeper relationship to everything around us, reminding us of our 
connections to each other, extending out into the universe.  
  
The writer Owain Jones describes this beautifully. “We live within complex temporal ecologies – 
all sorts of rhythms, tempos and durations which combine to make up the temporal topography 
of life, and which flow through bodies, landscapes, everything around us. Much of this 
temporality is in scales and forms we cannot easily sense or know but are manifestations of the 
temporalities of planetary life.”  
 
Let us be more than tourists, who stop and snap a photo, grab some lunch and move on to the 
next thing. Instead, let us be pilgrims. Risking something – everything- to live as fully into time 
as possible, given the time we’ve got.  Let’s be deeply alert to the life force around us. Feel the 
rhythms, the vibrations resonate deep in our soul. Let’s be moved, like the oceans, and become 
part of the harmony, part of the glorious chorus that flows on, and get carried away.  
 
Instead of asking that old question “To be. Or not to be? How about this question. “How do we 
want to be, in the time this brief but spectacular time that we have here on earth? Alan 
Lightman’s words echo. We are stuck with mortality, might we find something majestic in that 
brevity? Could there be a preciousness and value to existence stemming from the very fact of 
its temporary duration? Our mortality is not something to be overcome. It is integral to our 
humanity, intertwined with forces moving in and around us, sometimes cracking us open 
scattering the pieces across the ocean floor. Then we wait for the tide to turn, formed anew. 
 
As I get older, I admit to having a love/hate relationship with mortality. Yes, on good days, its a 
gift, an invitation to find the majestic in the brevity of it all.  Other days, I am painfully aware 
that my time is short and there is much that I have yet to experience and learn. I try to be a true 
blue tidologist, moving with the rhythm and feeling the resonation. I think of Marin and hope to 
make something of my time and try and pass it along. How about The Tideologists Guide to 
Majestic Living in this Spectacular Brevity of Time?  We’ll see. 
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I watch the tidal landscape change as the tides quietly come and go, the clouds forming in the 
west, the light, now golden, across the incoming tide. The necklace of granite rock unevenly 
strung along the neck of the shore.  I think of the sculptor Andy Goldsworthy, whose works are 
made of nature, and found in nature, many temporal, created for a particular moment in time 
“These are the moments you live for, he says. To be in that time, responding to the forces, the 
back and forth, the daily up and down. We are the next layer upon things that have happened 
already.”  
 
The tide has turned again. I bury my feet in the mud, sinking into the gritty sediment, all those 
layers, all that time. The oceans – a fluid sculpture – keep responding to great forces  - god, 
physics, life force, the harmonic convergence, the real and the unreal at work. All those layers, 
upon layers, like endless pages to a never-ending story. 
 
Our time together is drawing to an end, time to close the travel guides, push back the 
Adirondack chairs and wade in. Step into the tide, let your feet sink into the mud, feel the 
forces at play. Be alert. Be animated. Invigorated. Be moved. Feel your fortresses crumble, the 
lock tumble; your heart break open.  
 
We may not be painters, sculptors, writers, astronomers, but each of us is an interpreter. We 
give shape and meaning to this moment in time.  And who knows, maybe a wandering pilgrim 
walking along an outgoing tide will pick up the piece of your heartbreaking story, like a smooth 
stone, place it in their palm and carry it away. 
 
Benediction 
Our benediction comes from Candice Hansen-Koharcheck, one of the scientists who developed 
the command sequence that created the image for the famous “pale blue dot” a small grainy 
photo of planet earth, shot from the Voyager space ship, at a distance of four billion miles.  In 
the image, earth – the pale blue dot – floats effortlessly in sea deep dark space.  She writes. 
 
“The Earth is the only world known, so far, to harbor life. It has been said that astronomy is a 
humbling and character-building experience. To me, it underscores our responsibility to deal 
more kindly with one another and to preserve and cherish the pale blue dot, the only home 
we’ve ever known.” 
 
Blessings on this journey. 
 
 
Sources 
Jonathan White, The Tides:  The Science and Spirit of the Ocean 
A Conversational Essay on Tides by Linda Cracknell and Owain Jones (tidalcultures.wordpress.com) 
Allison Arleff Life is Short. That’s the Point,  (NYT, August 18, 2018) 
Andy Goldworthy, Rivers and Tides 

http://jonathanwhitewriter.com/
https://tidalcultures.wordpress.com/a-conversational-essay-on-tides-by-linda-cracknell-and-owain-jones/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/18/opinion/life-is-short-thats-the-point.html
http://www.riversandtides.co.uk/

